
Third Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If he _______________ at once to Rome, the city
___________________________.
1.

(advance) (passive/capture)
had advanced

would have been captured

If anyone ____________ him he __________________ he was doing fine.2.
(ask) (say)

had asked would have said

The reader must decide; but, in deciding, he is bound to render the same
verdict that he ___________________ if it ___________ a case of a
Protestant withdrawing thus from Catholic forms.

3.

(give) (be)
would have given had been

She ______________________ it intensely if her interest and her blush
___________________, and put down to personal attraction.
4.

(resent) (passive/notice)

would have resented
had been noticed

If she ____________, it __________________ no difference, for her father
and mother meant to have her do right, whether she liked it or not.
5.

(cry) (make)

had cried would have made

Now if you ___________ down as I advised, on a visit, everything
__________________ as easy as a glove.
6.

(go) (be)
had gone

would have been

If she ____________ to speak she ______________________ the fact
that those simple words had, like a pump, fetched the tears up from her heart
into her throat.

7.

(try) (betray)

had tried would have betrayed

Probably she _________________________ it if she __________ it.8.
(not/enjoy) (have)

would not have enjoyed had had

And if Lucy ______________ there, Maggie was sure he
_________________ friends with her sooner.
9.

(not/be) (get)
hadn't been

would have got

If they ___________________ here, they ______________________ you
to your home and got into your office or your safe.
10.

(not/succeed) (follow)
hadn't succeeded would have followed

For my part, I am sure our hands ______________________ so closely in
each other if she ________________ to melt to me already.
11.

(not/lie) (not/begin)

would not have lain
had not begun
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She's so kind to me-if she ______________ so kind I-I
_______________________ so much.
12.

(not/be) (not/mind)
hadn't been

wouldn't have minded

She ____________________ her eyes very wide indeed if she
______________ what there had been in his recent experience to spoil his
appetite for humble-pie.

13.

(open) (guess)

would have opened
had guessed

If they _________________ it better, they _______________ a big fuss
about it.
14.

(understand) (make)
had understood 'd have made

I am sure that if mother ____________ us out, she
_____________________ us within an inch of our lives.
15.

(find) (whip)
had found

would have whipped

Perhaps it __________________ better if I _________________ to you
at all.
16.

(be) (not/speak)
would have been had not spoken

If your father ____________, my difficulties __________________
greater than they actually were, and it was during his lifetime and after your
birth that I suffered most.

17.

(live) (be)

had lived would have been

If he ______________ me in the beginning I ______________________
his commands.
18.

(stop) (accept)
had stopped would have accepted

If I ______________ it myself I _________________________ it neither.19.
(not/see) (not/believe)

hadn't seen wouldn't have believed

I ____________________ Highness better if I ____________ more.20.
(help) (know)

could have helped had known
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